Development of SF$_6$/O$_2$/Si Plasma Etching Topography Simulation Model using New Flux Estimation Method
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I. INTRODUCTION

Hybrid vehicles (HV) and electric vehicles (EV) have higher fuel efficiency and lower CO$_2$/NOx emissions than conventional vehicles. Further technical development of these vehicles is urgently required to help resolve environmental problems such as global warming. Insulated gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs) are a key component in these vehicles for switching high currents, and play a critical role in determining fuel efficiency. The performance of IGBTs has been greatly enhanced by the adoption of a trench gate structure [1]. However, severe controls have to be applied to the profile of the trench to improve performance and to secure the required quality. For this reason, it is important to develop a method that does not rely on trial and error.

This paper describes the development of trench etching topography simulation methodology for SF$_6$/O$_2$/Si ion-assisted etching, in which the ion/radical flux is simulated based on the mask-to-body selectivity and the etching rate. It also describes how the topography simulation accuracy was improved under a wide range of operational conditions, mainly by optimizing the etching yield curve and the function form of the O radical flux that is dependant on the operating conditions.

II. METHOD AND THEORY

Development of flux estimation method

Equations were derived based on the literature, correlating the ion and fluorine (F) flux with the etching rate and mask selectivity, which can be readily obtained through basic experiments using a production etching machine [2].

In the etching of Si with SF$_6$ and O$_2$ gases with a SiO$_2$ mask, SiO$_2$ etching is virtually regarded as an ion governing process since the surface is saturated with adsorbed F radicals making the surface coverage a constant value of unity [3]. In contrast, Si etching is greatly affected by the F concentration, and it can be considered that Si/SiO$_2$ etching selectivity reflects this difference. Based on a successful modeling study [4], Equation (1) can be derived for ion flux as a function of the Si etching rate and selectivity, by regarding the SiO$_2$ etching as a pure ion governing process.

$$
\Gamma_i = \frac{\rho_{SiO_2}}{Y_{SiO_2}} \frac{E_{Si}}{S}
$$

where, $\rho_{SiO_2}$ is the SiO$_2$ molecular density, $E_{Si}$ is the Si etching rate obtained from experiments, $Y_{SiO_2}$ is the SiO$_2$ etching yield, and $S$ is the Si/SiO$_2$ etching selectivity obtained from experiments.

The F radical flux $\Gamma_F$ is described as follow considering that the Si etching rate is affected by O on the Si surface.

$$
\Gamma_F = \frac{1}{\gamma_F} \frac{\theta_F}{(1-\theta_F)(k_S + 2Y_F \Gamma_F)(1 + \gamma_O \Gamma_O)}
$$

where, $\gamma_F$ and $\gamma_O$ are the sticking coefficients for F and O radicals respectively, $\theta_F$ is the surface coverage of F, $k_S$ is the spontaneous reaction speed of Si and F, $\Gamma_O$ is the O radical flux, and $Y_F$ and $Y_O$ is the etching yield of the F and O radicals adsorbed on the Si surface.
\( \theta_F \) can be obtained in the following equation, where \( \rho_{Si} \) is the Si molecular density and \( Y_Si \) is the yield of the Si ion-assisted reaction.

\[
\theta_F = \frac{\rho_{Si} Y_{SO}}{\rho_{SO2} Y_{Si}}
\]  

(3)

**Estimation of O radical flux**

Equation (2) requires the O radical flux to calculate the \( F \) radical flux. The dependence on the operating conditions was estimated using the following equation and the indices in the equation were optimized based on the consistency of the etching topography.

\[
\Gamma_O = A \times P^m \times F_O^n \times W^s
\]

(4)

where, \( A \) is the proportionality constant, \( P \) is the chamber pressure, \( F_O \) is the O\(_2\) flow rate, and \( W \) is the RF power input value. According to plasma simulation results and the results of past experiments [4], the F:O radical ratio is assumed as approximately 20:1.

**Experiment**

The experiment used a magnetron capacitively coupled plasma (CCP) etching machine with an excitation frequency of 40.7 MHz to perform SiO\(_2\) hard mask Si trench etching. The etching rate and selectivity were measured from cross section views of SEM images. The operating conditions were varied within the following ranges: pressure = 120 to 220 mTorr, input power = 1,200 to 2,000 W, and O\(_2\) flow rate ratio to total flow rate = 30 to 40%. The electrode gap was varied between 27 and 47 mm.

**Topography simulator and reaction model**

The trench topography simulation is capable of handling the surface reactions kinetically. The simulator uses a radiosity matrix to calculate the flux and the level set method to calculate the feature evolution [5]. The surface reaction model that was used is as follows.

1. \( F + Si \rightarrow SiF \)
2. \( SiF + 3F \rightarrow SiF_4 \)
3. \( SF_3 + SiF + F \rightarrow SiF_2 \)
4. \( O + Si \rightarrow SiO \)
5. \( SiO \rightarrow 1/2O_2 + Si \)
6. \( SF_3 + SiO \rightarrow SF_3 + O + Si \)

Each reaction rate coefficient was adopted from a previous study [4] using the same gas and materials (Table 1).

**TABLE 1. PARAMETER VALUES USED IN TOPOGRAPHY SIMULATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constants used</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( k_{Si} ) (mol/m(^2)/s)</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Y_{Si} )</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Y_{SO} )</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \gamma_F )</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \gamma_O )</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The function of etching yield change with respect to the ion incidence angle has a major effect on etching topography. Belen and et al. [6] obtained different yield curve results (Fig. 1) when the etching was performed with pure SF\(_6\) gas (i.e., without O\(_2\) gas) and with a blended gas consisting of both SF\(_6\) and O\(_2\). In the present research, we approximated the two curves with the following functions.

a) Without O\(_2\)

\[
1 - \left\{ \sin(\theta) \right\}^{21}
\]

(5)

b) With O\(_2\)

\[
\left\{ (0.01 - \sin(0.3 \times \theta)) \right\}^5
\]

(6)

![Fig.1 Angle dependence of the Si etching yield in SF\(_6\)/O\(_2\) plasma](image)

We tried curve b) for the reaction eq. 6 and curves between a) and b) for the reaction eq. 3.

**III. RESULTS**

The Si etching rate and SiO\(_2\) selectivity obtained in the experiment were substituted into eq. (1) to calculate the ion flux \( \Gamma_i \). The F flux \( \Gamma_F \) was calculated from eq. (2). The O flux \( \Gamma_O \) was calculated by substituting the experiment control parameters with the indices in eq. (4) all set to 1 as initial values. The topography simulation was then performed using each calculated flux as input.

**Correction of ion flux**

Comparing the simulation and experiment results for the Si etching rate (hereafter “average etching rate”) calculated from the time to achieve a trench depth of 5 µm, the simulation gave a lower etching rate under all experimental conditions. This is because the average etching rate of the experiment was used in the flux calculation. The flux for the topography simulation should be calculated from the initial etching rate, not the average, which has a minimal shadowing effect and diffusion resistance.

However, in high aspect ratio etching, the etching rate is not constant, decreasing with the trench depth, as shown in Fig. 2, resulting in an average etching rate that is lower than the initial rate [7].
For this reason, the following procedure was carried out to estimate the initial etching rate.

1) Using an experimentally obtained average etching rate, calculate an ion flux and F radical flux.
2) Using the flux values obtained in step 1), carry out topography simulation.
3) From the time-dependent etching rate curve obtained in step 2), take the ratio of the simulated average etching rate to that of the experiment, which is multiplied by the simulated initial etching rate to obtain a new initial etching rate.
4) Using the new initial etching rate and selectivity, recalculate fluxes.

Using the corrected values for the fluxes, the average Si etching rate was found to closely match the rate in experiment (Fig. 3).

**Optimization of O flux function**

In the etching topography simulation, using the ion and F flux values calculated as described above and the O flux value calculated with the exponents in eq. (4) all set to 1, the etching profiles were not sensitive enough for visual comparison to the changes in the exponents in the eq. (4).

Therefore, the comparison was made by measuring the trench width 1 µm above the bottom between the experiment and the simulation. Using the R square correlation of the trench widths (Figs. 4 and 5), the optimum O flux function is obtained as follows.

$$\Gamma_O = A \times P^{0.5} \times F_{O}^2 \times W^{0.2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)'

The strong correlation to the O flow rate in the above equation is the same as that found in reference [3].

**Study of etching yield curve**

In the simulation using yield curve a) for reaction eq. 3 and curve b) for reaction eq. 6, the obtained topography did not closely reproduce the strong taper (the profile with a small trench bottom width) when the F radical flux/ion flux ratio was large. Case A and B in Fig. 6 compares the simulation results with a different F/ion flux ratio; a smaller ratio for case A than case B. Using the yield curves a) and b) for reaction eqs. 3 and 6 respectively in the simulation, case A has a stronger taper than B, while in the SEM image, the reverse is true.

**Fig. 2 Example of time-dependent variation of etching rate**

**Fig. 3 Comparison of simulated etch rates against experimental etch rates**

**Fig. 4 Comparison of simulated trench width against experimental trench width (input values: l=1, m=1, n=1)**

**Fig. 5 Comparison of simulated trench width against experimental trench width (input values: l=0.5, m=2, n=0.2)**

**Fig. 6 Etching profile change according to variation in etching yield curve**
As shown in Fig.6, it was found that moving yield curve a) for reaction eq. 3 closer to curve b), the taper angle under condition B becomes smaller and a better agreement with the experiment (SEM cross sectional view in Fig.6) is obtained.

Figure 7 compares an example of the optimized topography simulation results with the experiment results. The simulation results are consistent with the experiment over a wide range of operating conditions. The trench width correlation was improved from $R^2=0.77$ to 0.83 (Fig. 8).

IV. CONCLUSION

A calculation method for ion and F radical flux was developed based on the measured etching rates and mask-body selectivity obtained in experiments which were performed using an SF$_6$/O$_2$/Si plasma etching production machine. The fluxes thus obtained showed qualitatively reasonable trend. Using the obtained fluxes and by optimizing the O radical flux calculation equation and etching yield curve, simulated trench profiles proved to reproduce those of experiments for a wide range of operating conditions.
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